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Members in our subgroup
- Croatia: Jelena Lucic Sav
- Portugal: Aurora Carvalho
- Greece: Kleopatra Tsagkari
- Lithuanian: Lina Šarkienė
- Serbia: Ana Milosavljevic
- Bosnia Herzegovina: Slavica Kecman
- Norway: Kari Liavåg
- Germany: Beate Schulze-Havixbeck
- Finland: Anne Rokka



What to do in our 
subgroup?

EFPT situation in partner countries

- No education program for Equine Facilitated 
Physiotherapists 

- People have horses and decide they can do 
therapy with no education and no inspection to 
check their quality of expertise

- On the other hand in the group is long experience 
in EFPT work and  long experience having 
Education for EFTherapies or EFPT



Solutions ? Goals From 1. Subgroup meeting + WhatsUp discussion

- European Educational roof organization ? EEFTN? to give a licence to educate (= that shows that 
you are competent to pass the knowledge on this field and gives permission to teach. These 
teachers stand behind same regulations and standards. Roof organization for  guidelines for 
education,  teaching program? 

- people go out for the formation eg HETI? = to have more power behind

- How to educate people to EFPT?
- Help to have the knowledge how to work on EFPT,then create a teaching programme for us?
- Want to create Equine Facilitated Therapy Education for only Medical Rehabilitation
-  Follow our example from Finnish development of Education and invite teachers from other 

countries and then create own education based on “forein model”
- Co-operation with Physioterapy Association and University:  In Norway we have had various 

programs and teachers, all organised through the Norwegian  Physiotherapy Association.



What we have done? Two meetings + next 1.3.22
What to teach? 

- We look more closely EFPT Competences document- 2 presentations of client´s positions on the horse (and exercises)- New 
idea: together formulate a presentation of the topic

- This is a way to “Help to have the knowledge how to work on EFPT,then create a teaching programme for us”?

Who can teach? 
survey/ google forms?
What kind of educational level the EFT courses are?


